
     Year 5 - Weekly overview – Term 2 Week 1          

Friday 4 

November 

2022 

This week we have been learning about:   

English Reading workshops with a theme of remembrance – analysing film clips, discussing 

the role of animals in wartime and looking for patterns and common themes in 

poetry.   

Listening to the careful performance of Laura Mucha’s ‘Willow’ poem.   

Working together to create word banks of powerful verbs and then create a group 

poem for our service next Friday.   

 

Maths Multiples and Factors.  Using venn diagrams and lists to show answers. 

Solving problems involving generating patterns. 

Science Final irreversible change experiment – producing a brownie. 

Thermal conductors & insultators.  Kahoot quiz (end of topic) 

Launch lesson – Space – attributes of a planet and designing our own planet. 

Other 

Subjects: 

PE:  Trigolf &  swimming 

Art:  practising drawing and shading using colouring pencils and pen (remembrance 

flowers for display) 

Music:  Singing – practise for our service next week. 

Computing/Creative literacy:  Publishing a mindmap from the i-pads. 

Other 

information  

Trigolf PE is on a TUESDAY & indoor PE (gymnastics) is on a FRIDAY - please come 

dressed in PE kit on both days.  

The remembrance service, led by years 5 & 6 is next Friday 11 November at 10:30.  

All families are welcome to attend.  *** names for remembrance (see attached) 

 

Homework & spellings 

Two tasks have been set on mymaths – one on addition & subtraction and the other on multiples.  

Please try to complete these by Wednesday 16 November.  
 

This term we are changing our approach to spelling slightly.  We have noticed that some children are finding the 

weekly spellings too difficult and need to revisit some spelling patterns taught in earlier years.  This term there 

will be 2 sets of spellings on Spelling Shed each week. The ones labelled 'Spelling Group' should be a bit more 

accessible for those who find spelling harder and there are just 6 words to learn each week. The children are 

welcome to practise both sets of spellings if they want to. We will also be teaching spelling in two smaller 

groups. 

This week’s spellings are: 

 

abundance elegance brilliance tolerance extravagance  

hesitancy relevancy vacancy dominancy abundancy 
 

Spelling group:   

elegance vacancy badge 

edge bridge fudge  
  



Geography Homework 

Thanks so much for the creative way this task has been recorded so far – we have seen maps 

with routes on string, wrappers sorted onto sheets of paper and some beautifully drawn 

tables containing lots of interesting facts.  If not yet complete you still have until next 

Wednesday when we will share the homework task.   

 

We have looked at trading routes in ancient Greece, and discussed which goods were exported and imported, 

how initially there may have been bartering then coins were developed.  We would like you to look at some of 

the items in your kitchen cupboards and fridge and consider if they are produced in the UK or whether they 

are imported.  If imported consider what the journey might have been.  Are they likely to have arrived by lorry, 

on a ferry, by air?  Is there one country which appears more on the labels than another?  Can you find any item 

which has been imported from Greece?  You can record what you find in any way you prefer – on a map/design a 

poster/write a list or a table.  Be as creative as you like!  Your completed work will be included in topic books.   

 

REMEMBRANCE NAMES 

During our service of Remembrance on 11 November we will read 

out the names of the local servicemen who lost their lives in 

conflict.  If you have a family member who served in the war we 

can also add their name.  Please bring the name in on Monday. 

 

 


